Cornélie de Béthune - National Drama Center
Béthune, France

TYPE: Cultural - Hall/Teater
STATUS: New
YEAR: 2014
SIZE: 1000 m² / 3000 sqft
BUDGET: $10M / 5M
PHOTOS: Luuk Rijkj

BUILDING WITH A PRECIOUS HISTORY
Fondly named "National Drama Center" of the Nord-Pas-de-Calais, in "Prestige des Conventions" and hastily renamed "La Cornélie de Béthune" by Agathe Anne and Alan Béland, who managed it from 1993, this theater distinguished itself by its location in the heart of a territory marked by the moat. Since the 1980s, culture has become a priority in the development of the Nord-Pas-de-Calais area; "La Cornélie de Béthune" will usher the fall of the elected representatives of the department to be faced with a "Human Nature Center".